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Image Size and Format: Price: Free. Download: Get your copy here. Last update: October 30th, 2020. Official website:
Photo Cartoon. 8. ARTimage  ARTimage is a powerful, yet easy-to-use photo editor that allows you to transform a photo

into a painting or a graphic art, applying different effects, color and style options. The app can be used as a standalone editor
or as a plug-in for various image-editing programs, such as Photoshop, Illustrator or GIMP.  Turn your photo into an abstract
painting  The interface design is simple, presenting you with a grid of iconic icons in various shades of gray. This interface is
quite different from the one in Photo Cartoon, which offers a rather direct and straightforward presentation of the filters and
the editing options. The same filters you have found in Photo Cartoon can be applied to images to create abstract art. There
are options for converting an image into lines, curves and other patterns. Once you have finalized your art and applied a new
layer to it, you can edit the color, saturation and brightness of the layer and change its blending mode and opacity.  An easy-
to-use photo editor for anyone  It offers a strong set of editing tools, making it easy to apply graphic effects to images. There
are options for enhancing photo details, reducing photo noise, converting your image into a sketch, a watercolor painting, a
crayon sketch or a black-and-white painting. The app does not lack any features that, for example, its rivals, such as GIMP

or RAWstudio, do offer. A photo editor with versatile features  ARTimage is simple to use and comes with a lot of features,
but also has some shortcomings. The app lacks a collection of tool presets that would speed up the photo-to-painting process

and the conversion of an image into a graphic drawing. Nevertheless, the app offers a large collection of available effects
and color options, which allow you to quickly transform a photo into a graphic art. ARTimage is compatible with several
image-editing programs and does not require a separate license for using it. Official website: ARTimage. 9. Squarifier

Squarifier is a powerful, yet easy-to-use photo editor that allows you to turn your photo into a creative painting or a collage
of various
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Edit photos on your Mac, without photoshop! You can: edit colors, levels, saturation, contrast, shadows and highlights, blur,
sharpen, watermark, convert to black and white, to cartoon, caricature and black and white. Features: ➢3D effect. ➢Blur
the original photo. ➢Color adjustment. ➢Convert the photo into Black and White. ➢Colorize the photo. ➢Create a High

quality watermark. ➢Export to a GIF file. ➢Gaussian blur effect. ➢Generate a cartoon, caricature or drawings.
➢Increase/decrease the contrast. ➢Increase/decrease the brightness. ➢Increase/decrease the saturation. ➢Image

Enhancement. ➢Sharpen the original photo. ➢3D effect. ➢Adjust the brightness. ➢Adjust the saturation. ➢Adjust the
contrast. ➢Convert the photo into black and white. ➢Quick access to all tools. ➢Works on most photos formats. ➢Adjusts
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the position of the image. ➢Adjust the size of the image. ➢Adjust the brightness of the image. ➢Adjust the contrast.
➢Adjust the saturation. ➢Adjust the hue. ➢Adjust the gamma. ➢Generate a cartoon, caricature or drawings. ➢High
Quality watermark. ➢High quality image. ➢Sharpening. ➢Adjust the brightness of the image. ➢Adjust the contrast.

➢Adjust the saturation. ➢Adjust the hue. ➢Adjust the gamma. ➢Convert the photo into black and white. ➢Adjust the
rotation. ➢Adjust the size. ➢Adjust the brightness of the image. ➢Adjust the contrast. ➢Adjust the saturation. ➢Adjust

the hue. ➢Adjust the gamma. ➢Adjust the contrast. ➢Adjust the hue. ➢Adjust the saturation. ➢Adjust the gamma.
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The photo cartoonizer is a simple but useful graphic editor that allows you to cartoonize a photo rather quickly. As you apply
filters to the loaded photo, you can preview the effect on the screen in a separate preview window. Photo manipulator that
can transform a photo into a cartoon, painting or a sketch. Turn your photo into a drawing  ImgFX is a photo manipulator
that can help you transform your photo into a drawing, a cartoon or a sketch. It is available in the Mac App Store and in
Google Play Store. It’s a part of a suite of photo editing tools that you can access from the main window. ImgFX includes a
photo editor that can assist you in enhancing the overall image quality and a graphic equalizer for tweaking the brightness,
contrast and saturation of the image. You can modify the gamma, hue and saturation of the image to achieve different
effects and render an image look like it was drawn with crayons. The app also has a set of filters, such as the Oil Painting
and Sketch Brushes, that can transform the loaded photo into a cartoon or a sketch. You can adjust the color of the crayon
and the background color to make your creation look realistic. You can also add text and overlay the text with pictures.
Photo manipulator that allows you to create sketches, paintings and cartoons out of photos. Create a sketch  Create a Sketch
allows you to create a sketch by merging multiple images into a single piece of work. The tool comes with various filters that
are available in the graphic equalizer. Merge multiple photos into a single piece of artwork  The interface layout is simple,
comprising a preview window, where you can see the results of your work. There is a shortcut menu that displays the
currently active filter and the filters that you used. By selecting any of them, you can modify your sketch to look like it was
drawn using a crayon or a pencil, add text, change its colors and background, add photos and overlays, as well as edit the
shadow, brightness, gamma and hue of the work. Photo editor that allows you to create sketches, paintings and cartoons out
of photos. Creative photo editor  Creative Photo Editor is a convenient photo editor that comes with a set of graphics and
editing tools that help you transform a photo into a drawing, a caricature, a cartoon or a sketch. The feature set is not limited
to these graphic
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-750, 2.8GHz Memory: 4GB Graphics: HD 4000,
AMD Radeon 7970M Hard Disk: 5GB Network: Broadband internet connection Sound Card: DirectX 11-capable
Additional Notes: 1GB graphics memory recommended Recommended: Processor: Intel® Core™
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